
Now it the time for all sane people  
to come to the aid of our planet. 

Visit WeAreSaners.org to learn about our group and our plans. 
Sign up for the email list at WeAreSaners.org/join. 


This is for you. This is for everyone.


Download a copy of this booklet. 
Print and leave at coffee shops and other public places. 

WeAreSaners.org/Actions 
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we are taking control of the conversation


The Topic Is Now 
Climate & Sanity 
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A SANERS MOVEMENT PUBLICATION

Please share! Do not discard! 



A recent survey of 75,000 people by the United Nations finds that 
4 of 5 people worldwide want serious and effective action to 
address the climate crisis. Extrapolating for the population of the 
entire planet, that's 6.4 billion people.


People in positions of authority—government officials and 
businessmen—refuse to take those actions. They try to distract 
us and make excuses, even as climate collapse is painfully 
visible everywhere. They continue to protect fossil fuels and 
endanger our children. And their own.


We recognize that leadership and institutions everywhere have 
failed catastrophically.


But there are no leaders without followers. We are done 
following. We no longer recognize the authority of failed leaders 
and failed institutions. We are taking charge directly.


We have decided to empower capable, competent experts to 
develop and carry out a worldwide emergency plan. These 
experts, largely climate scientists and biologists, will act with the 
full support of billions of people.


Right now, we are building our numbers and spreading our 
message. But this is just a first step.


Soon, we will be walking off our jobs, especially people who's 
jobs are carrying out the destruction of the climate. Refinery 
workers. Natural gas pipeline operators. Miners. Even people 
who manufacture hardware used in those foolish activities.


We won't be asking permission. We will simply end fossil fuels.


We are fully aware that leaders (and ideologues who support 
those leaders) will scream bloody murder, and warn us of deadly 
consequences. These are the same clueless people who have 
willfully ignored the deadly consequences of the path that they 
themselves have chosen. 


We are not listening. We are taking control of the conversation. 
We will focus on the climate, on working with the experts, on 
carrying out the emergency plan.


Along with these efforts, we will change the culture of the world. 
We will reject greed, power lust, cruelty, bigotry, and violence—
the characteristics and values that formed the foundation for the 
self-destructive civilization into which we were born.


We will reject systems that required us to work (and waste) our 
entire lives, mostly producing useless crap and—in the process—
pouring gigatons of toxins into our soil, our air, and our water 
every year. 


We will work much less, producing only essentials—like healthy 
food, medicine, etc. and ensure that every person is given 
enough. This will free up time. People won't work for greedy 
elites. We will have a humane society. We will live as complete 
human beings. Together and in peace.


Please join us. We are The Saners. Read about the group at 
WeAreSaners.org. Sign up for our email list at WeAreSaners.org/
join. 


